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Abstract: We address the stability of light bullets supported by Bessel optical 
lattices with out-of-phase modulation of the linear and nonlinear refractive in-
dices. We show that spatial modulation of the nonlinearity significantly mod-
ifies the shapes and stability domains of the light bullets. The addressed bullets 
can be stable, provided that the peak intensity does not exceed a critical value. 
We show that the width of the stability domain in terms of the propagation con-
stant may be controlled by varying the nonlinearity modulation depth. In partic-
ular, we show that the maximum energy of the stable bullets grows with increas-
ing nonlinearity modulation depth. 
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Light bullets, or optical spatiotemporal solitons, are one of the most exciting entities in nonlinear 
optics. They are localized wavepackets in which both diffraction and dispersion are balanced by 
nonlinearity [1,2]. Being fully three-dimensional states, light bullets are unstable against collapse 
in uniform focusing Kerr media. A number of settings have been proposed where their stabiliza-
tion is possible. Thus, stable bullets may form in materials with saturable or competing nonlinear-
ities [3-5], quadratic [6,7] or nonlocal [8,9] nonlinear media, optical tandem geometries [10, 11], 
and also in waveguide arrays and optical lattices imprinted in different materials [12-17]. 
Typically, when considering light bullet formation in optical lattices the nonlinearity of the 
material is assumed to be homogeneous However, current technologies allow engineering of both, 
linear refractive index and nonlinearity of the material. This is the case, for example, in Bose-
Einstein condensates (BECs) loaded in optical lattices, where spatial modulation of the interatom-
ic interaction strength can be achieved by using Feshbach resonances by applying an inhomoge-
neous external magnetic [18] or optical [19] fields. Such possibility has stimulated numerous 
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theoretical studies of solitons in BECs with local modulation of the mean-field nonlinearity or 
even BECs where periodic nonlinear lattices are created [20-24]. Engineering both, the linear re-
fractive index and the nonlinearity may be also possible in optical structures, e.g., in photonic 
crystals with the holes infiltrated with a highly nonlinear material, for example index-matching 
nonlinear liquids [25-28]. Nonlinearity can also be modulated by changing the concentration of 
dopants upon fabrication. Such modulation has been demonstrated, e.g., in waveguide arrays 
made by Ti in-diffusion in LiNbO crystals [29]. Analogously, nonlinearity modulation can be 
achieved in arrays written in glass by high-intensity femtosecond laser pulses where the optical 
damage produced by a tightly focused laser beam causes increase of the refractive index accom-
panied by a simultaneous decrease of the nonlinearity coefficient [30,31]. 
The properties of one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) solitons in mixed linear-
nonlinear lattices are known to depart substantially from the properties of conventional lattice 
solitons [32-41]. However, to date the properties of fully three-dimensional light bullets in mate-
rials with simultaneous modulation of the linear refractive index and the nonlinearity have not 
been addressed. Such investigation is interesting from a fundamental point of view, because ex-
amples of settings where stable three-dimensional solitons exist are relatively rare, and many of 
them also rely on complex composite geometries materials. Moreover, since three-dimensional 
solitons in uniform cubic media suffer from supercritical collapse, addition of a linear lattice re-
sults in their stabilization only in a certain limited range of parameters. Under such conditions 
additional modulation of the cubic nonlinearity may dramatically affect the domains of existence 
and stability of the lattice-supported light bullets. Geometries with competing linear and nonlinear 
lattices, where the refractive index is decreased in the points where the nonlinearity is strongest 
are particularly intriguing. 
In this paper we address fully three-dimensional light bullets in a two-dimensional optical 
Bessel lattice with out-of-phase modulation of the linear and nonlinear refractive indices. We find 
that the maximum energy at which light bullets remain stable increases with the depth of the non-
linearity modulation. Interestingly, in the addressed setting the so-called Vakhitov-Kolokolov 
(VK) criterion accurately predicts the domains of stability and instability only when nonlinearity 
modulation is not too strong. 
We describe the propagation of a light beam along the ξ  axis of a medium with imprinted 
out-of-phase linear and nonlinear lattices, by using the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the 
dimensionless complex field amplitude q : 
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Here 1/21/2dif nl 0( , , , ) ( / )q L L AIη ζ τ ξ
−= ; A  is the slowly varying envelope; 0I  is the input in-
tensity; dif/z Lξ =  is the propagation distance normalized to the diffraction length 2dif 0 0L k r= ; 
0/x rη =  and 0/y rζ =  are the transverse coordinates normalized to the characteristic trans-
verse scale 0r ; 0/t tτ =  is the normalized (retarded) time; 0t  is the characteristic pulse duration; 
nl 0 0 2 0/( )L n k n I=  is the nonlinear length; dif dis/L Lβ = ; 2 2 2dis 0 0/( / )L t k ω= − ∂ ∂  is the dis-
persion length; p  and σ  describe the modulation depths of the linear refractive index and nonli-
nearity, respectively; 1/20 lin( ) [(2 ) ]R r J b r=  stands for the profile of a radially symmetric lattice, 
with 2 2 1/2( )r η ζ= +  being the radius and linb  a parameter that characterizes the transverse lat-
tice scale. For convenience, here we set lin 2b = . Here we consider Bessel lattices, but it is worth 
noticing that the main conclusions are expected to hold for other similar types of radially symme-
tric lattices. Notice that the nonlinearity coefficient 1 ( )R rσ−  acquires local minima (maxima) in 
the points where the linear lattice ( )pR r  attains maxima (minima). We refer to this type of mod-
ulation as "out-of-phase". We consider here only the case 1σ ≤  when the nonlinearity coeffi-
cient 1 ( )R rσ−  remains positive for any value of r . Equation (1) conserves the total energy 
flow U , Hamiltonian H  and ξ -projection of angular momentum ξL : 
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where / /η ζη ζ∇ = ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂e e , while , ,η ζ ξe e e  are unit vectors in directions of , ,η ζ ξ  axes. 
We search for light bullet solutions of Eq. (1) in the form ( , )exp( )q w r ibτ ξ= , where w  is a 
real function and b  is the propagation constant. As in a usual linear lattice ( 0)σ = , in the nonli-
near lattice low-amplitude solitons, whose propagation constant b  is close to the lower cutoff for 
soliton existence cob , strongly expand in both space and time [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Such bullets 
cover multiple lattice rings and acquire pronounced shape oscillations. Increasing the soliton am-
plitude results in light concentration near the central guiding lattice core. In this regime the effects 
of linear and nonlinear lattices are comparable and therefore the soliton maximum is located at 
0r = . 
 
Fig. 1. (a),(c) Spatial field distributions at 0τ = , and (b),(d) temporal field distributions at 0r =  
in light bullets corresponding to 0.02b =  (top row) and 18b =  (bottom row) at 3p = , 
0.9σ = . 
As expected on physical grounds, further growth of soliton amplitude results in a large trans-
formation of spatial shape of light bullets due to the fact that nonlinear contribution to the refrac-
tive index starts dominating over the linear lattice and light is expelled into the region where non-
linearity is stronger. This is accompanied by the development of ring-like spatial profiles [Figs. 
1(c) and 1(d)], an effect that is most pronounced around the pulse peak ( 0)τ = . The temporal 
distributions do not change qualitatively and remain bell-shaped. Note that the shift of the intensi-
ty peak from the region where the linear index is maximal into the region with higher nonlinearity 
is possible also in 1D [39] and 2D [40] competing linear-nonlinear lattices. Such shape transfor-
mation causes non-monotonic dependencies of the energy U  on the propagation constant b  [Fig. 
2(a)]. One can see that increasing the depth of nonlinearity modulation results in a significant 
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growth of the maximum possible energy that the light bullets can carry. As σ  increases, the range 
of propagation constants and energies where the slope of ( )U b  curve is positive continuously 
expands. The corresponding Hamiltonian-energy diagram exhibits a single cusp connecting the 
branches where /dU db  is positive [lower curve on ( )H U  diagram] or negative [upper curve on 
( )H U  diagram] [Fig. 2(b)]. It is a well established fact that in lattices with uniform nonlinearity 
( 0)σ =  the branches where / 0dU db>  correspond to stable solutions in accordance with the 
VK stability criterion. We found that when 0σ ≠  such criterion may fail. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Energy versus propagation constant and (b) Hamiltonian versus energy for light bullets 
for 12p =  at 0.0σ =  (1), 0.5  (2), and 0.7  (3). Real part of perturbation growth rate versus b  
for 12p =  at (c) 0.5σ =  and (d) 0.7σ = . Critical energy and cr cob b bδ = −  (e) versus σ  at 
12p =  and (f) versus p  at 0.6σ = . 
We conducted a detailed, rigorous linear stability analysis by looking for perturbed solutions 
[ exp( ) exp( )]exp( )q w u ik v ik ibφ δξ φ δ ξ ξ∗ ∗= + + + − + , with ,u v  being small perturbations, 
corresponding to azimuthal perturbation index k . Substitution of this expression into Eq. (1) and 
linearization around ( , )w r τ  yields linear eigenvalue problem for perturbations ,u v , which may 
grow with a complex rate r iiδ δ δ= + : 
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While in lattices analyzed previously, where 0σ= , only perturbations with 0k=  may destabil-
ize the light bullet solutions, it turns out that in lattices with nonlinearity modulation such as the 
one addressed here, the perturbation modes associated with 1k =  may also become destructive, 
mainly because high-amplitude bullets tend to develop ring-like structure in space already at 
moderate σ  values. The azimuthal instability associated with 1k =  becomes especially pro-
nounced when the depth of nonlinearity modulation exceeds a critical value crσ  that depends on 
p  (for example, at 12p =  one gets cr 0.65σ ≈ ). 
 
Fig. 3. Isosurface plots showing propagation dynamics of perturbed light bullets corresponding to 
(a) 10b = , (b) 12b = , and (c) 8b = . Left column shows input patterns at 0ξ = , while right 
column shows output patters at (a) 0.8ξ = , (b) 1ξ = , and (c) 300ξ = . In all cases 12p = , 
0.7σ = . 
Typical dependencies of the perturbation growth rate on propagation constant are shown in 
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for crσ σ<  and crσ σ> , respectively. One can see that at crσ σ<  the insta-
bility associated with 0k =  appears at smaller b  values (exactly corresponding to the point 
where /dU db  changes its sign) than instability corresponding to 1k =  and remains dominant 
for all b . The picture is opposite for crσ σ>  where the instability associated with 1k =  appears 
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earlier than the instability with 0k = . Therefore, bullets in lattices with sufficiently strong mod-
ulation of nonlinearity may be unstable even in the region where / 0dU db >  (violation of VK 
criterion occurs exactly at the point where solitons become unstable with respect to the perturba-
tion mode corresponding to 1k = ). Figure 2(e) shows the width of the stability domain, defined 
as cr cob b bδ = −  (here crb  is the propagation constant value at which bullet becomes unstable) 
versus nonlinearity modulation depth. One can see that the width of stability domain in terms of 
propagation constant first increases with σ , acquires its maximal value at crσ σ= , and then 
starts decreasing. In contrast, the maximal possible energy cr cr( )U U b=  of stable bullet is a mo-
notonically increasing function of σ  [Fig. 2(e)]. Finally, we show in Fig. 2(f) how the width of 
stability domain changes with the depth p  of linear lattice when σ  is kept fixed. We found that 
the width of stability domain monotonically increases with p , but the slope of the dependence 
( )b pδ  changes abruptly at certain critical lattice depth. Such phenomenon occurs because the up-
per boundary of the instability domain at small p  is determined by the perturbation correspond-
ing to 1k =  (this instability comes into play at smaller b  values than that corresponding to 
0k = ), while with increasing p  the situation gradually reverses and the perturbation corres-
ponding to 0k =  appears earlier. The change of the slope of ( )b pδ  dependence occurs exactly at 
the point where both types of instabilities appear simultaneously. The maximal energy of stable 
bullets monotonically decreases with increasing lattice depth p . 
The above results of the linear stability analysis were confirmed by direct propagation of the 
stationary solutions, perturbed by initial random fluctuations. Illustrative results are shown in Fig. 
3. High-amplitude bullets, which are unstable only to perturbations with azimuthal index 1k = , 
gradually loose their radial symmetry upon propagation due to development of azimuthal modula-
tions accompanied by radiation emission [Fig. 3(a)]. Bullets that are subjected to instabilities with 
0k =  either experience complete diffraction [Fig. 3(b)] or abrupt contraction depending on the 
particular shape of input perturbation. In contrast, bullets with moderate amplitudes and propaga-
tion constants falling into the stability domain, retain their input shapes upon propagation even in 
the presence of considerable input noise [Fig.3(c)]. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Bessel linear-nonlinear lattices addressed here can also 
support light bullets with intrinsic vorticity, i.e. higher-order soliton solutions of Eq. (1) that can 
be written in the form ( , )exp( )exp( )q w r im ibτ φ ξ= . Because the intensity of such bullets car-
rying a phase singularity must vanish at 0r → , zero-order Bessel lattices featuring a maximum 
at 0r =  are not suitable for the formation of such states. Instead, one may utilize higher-order 
Bessel lattices described by the function 1/2n lin( ) [(2 ) ]R r J b r= , where 1,2,...n = . Such lattices 
feature clearly pronounced central guiding rings, where vortex-soliton light bullets can form. As 
in the case of fundamental light bullets, we found that the competition between spatially mod-
ulated nonlinearity and linear lattice results in shape transformation of bullets carrying vorticity. 
Growth of peak intensity is accompanied by the expulsion of bright vortex ring from the first ring 
of linear lattice into the region between the rings where the nonlinearity is higher. As in the case 
of fundamental bullets ( )U b  dependencies for bullets carrying vorticity are nonmonotonic. All 
nonlinear bullets with vorticity decay via azimuthal instabilities. The properties of the fundamen-
tal light bullets supported by higher-order Bessel lattices are qualitatively similar to the properties 
of bullets in zero-order lattices described here. 
In summary, we addressed light bullets supported by two-dimensional Bessel optical lattices 
with out-of-phase modulation of linear and nonlinear refractive indices. We found that the compe-
tition between out-of-phase linear and nonlinear lattices substantially modifies significantly the 
stability properties of light bullets. In particular, we showed that increasing the depth of the nonli-
nearity modulation results in the growth of the maximum energy of stable bullets. 
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